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Abstract. This paper introduces two important issues of image regis-
tration. At first we want to recall the very general definition of mutual
information that allows the choice of various feature spaces to perform
image registration. Second we discuss the problem of finding the global
maximum in an arbitrary feature space. We used a very general parallel,
distributed memory, genetic optimization which turned out to be very
robust. We restrict the examples to the context of multi-modal medical
image registration but we want to point out that the approach is very
general and therefore applicable to a wide range of other applications.
The registration algorithm was analysed on a LINUX cluster.

1 Introduction

In the last years mutual information (MI) has had a large impact on multi-modal
signal processing in general and on medical image processing in particular. Since
the initial work of Viola et al. [1] and Maes et al. [2] several groups have analysed
the modification of the optimization objective MI itself. The work is so rich, that
a comprehensive overview would over-charge this paper. We still want to mention
the work of Studholme et al. [3] who introduced normalized mutual information
to rigidly register multi-modal images with different fields of view, Pluim et al.
[4] who added a gradient-based term to the MI in order to decrease the number of
local maxima and Rueckert et al. [5] who used second order entropy estimation
to model the dependency of a voxel’s gray value on the intensities of a local
neighborhood around that voxel.

On the other hand, several papers discuss image registration with image
features. Maintz et al. [6] studied different ridge detectors and used correlation
for multi-modal image registration. In [7], Rangarajan et al. discussed feature
point registration with MI. This direct combination of image features with MI
is very interesting as it fuses two approaches that have mostly been treated
independently in the literature. Our own work continues along this line and
merges most of the approaches mentioned above in one single formalism. For
this we simply used the fact that MI is defined on an arbitrary probability
space, i.e. an arbitrary feature space (Figure 1).
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Unfortunately the behavior of MI in an arbitrary feature space is very hard
to predict. As a consequence, most optimization schemes would get stuck in local
maxima. Viola et al. [1] proposed stochastic gradient descent in order to avoid
local maxima. Nevertheless this approach avoids mainly maxima that are related
to imaging noise but is still just locally convergent. For example the symmetry
in brain images can cause stochastic gradient descent to fail (e.g. front/back and
left/right symmetry). This might be a minor problem in the context of brain
images, as a rough interactive registration can easily be performed in order to
avoid these local optima. When passing to more complex feature spaces than
the widely used intensity space, the number and positions of local maxima may
make this approach impossible.

Therefore we used genetic optimization for maximization of MI in a general
feature space. We propose a multi-scale genetic optimization and implemented a
master/slave parallelization scheme [8]. The genetic optimization itself is based
on the open source library written by Matthew Wall [9]. We added the commu-
nication utilities for distributed memory architectures using the MPICH imple-
mentation of the “Message Passing Interface” (MPI) [10], [11].

2 Methods

2.1 Feature Space Mutual Information

MI is a widely used information theoretical distance measure between probabil-
ity densities [12]. Let’s shortly recall its definition: Let X and Y be two random
variables with marginal probability distributions p(x) and p(y), and joint prob-
ability distribution p(x, y), then the MI between X and Y is:

I(X ;Y ) = H(Y )− H(Y |X) (1)

(evt. discretisation) =
∑

x,y

p(x, y) · log( p(x, y)
p(x) · p(y) ) (2)

where H(.) stands for the Shannon-Wiener entropy of a continuous or discrete
random variable. X and Y are arbitrary random variables and can therefore
stand for discrete, continuous, single-variate or multi-variate variables. In order
to calculate the MI between two signals, a representative observation of the
signal has to be taken (choice of an adequate feature space). Then a probability
estimation will create a probabilistic model of the signal from the observation.
The sampling space is therefore arbitrary, but should be chosen to model the
signal as accurately as possible. This is summarized in figure 1.

In [1], the measured features are simply the voxel intensities, in [5] the sam-
pling space is defined by the intensities of two neighbored voxels (i.e. a two-
dimensional feature space) and in [7] it is defined by the voxel being or not
being a particular feature point (i.e. a discrete feature space). For the latter, the
maximum entropy principle is used for density estimation [13].
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Fig. 1. We show the general pipeline to estimate the MI of two signals. Instead of
modifying the MI itself, we analyse the choice of different sampling or feature spaces.

In this paper, we restrict the discussion to a feature space that can be rep-
resented by continuous variables, called edgeness. We never conclude from this
measurement on whether a specific voxel is an edge or not. This fact allows us
to use joint-histogramming to estimate the joint probability of the two images.
The approach is very general and can easily be extended to other image features
or to the combination of different feature types.

2.2 Edgeness Measure

We have tested two different edgeness measures. The first is simply the norm of
the gradients. The second is slightly more complex, as it considers the intensity
variance within a variable distance from the voxel. Let’s call d a fixed radius and
d0 the coordinate vector of a voxel. It’s edgeness is defined as:

c(d0) =
∑

|di−d0|<d

|g(di)− g(d0)| (3)

where g(.) stands for the image intensities. Figures 2 a) through d) show an
output from this operator. Other edgeness operators are possible.

2.3 Parallel Genetic Optimization

So far, the presented approach is very similar to the well known maximization
of MI, except that we recalled that MI is by far not restricted to the intensity
space. The problem with other spaces is the presence of local maxima which
will cause local optimization algorithms to fail. Let’s underline the fact that
stochastic gradient descent does not solve this problem, as the local maxima are
effectively present in the feature space MI and are not due to imaging noise.
Figure 2 should clarify the problem.

In order to find the global maximum, we have to use a globally convergent
algorithm. We employed Matthew Wall’s genetic algorithm library [9], but won’t
discuss genetic optimization in this text. [14] is a good introductory reference.
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(f)

Fig. 2. To show the problem of feature space MI for affine registration, we present two
template images of concentric circles (a and b) as well as their edgeness images (c and
d) defined by equation 3 respectively. We see that both, the intensity based MI (e) as
well as the edgeness MI (f) have local maxima. But the edgeness based measure has
more and very pronounced local maxima, which underlines the necessity of a globally
convergent optimization scheme.

We will neither discuss the parallelization scheme which we added on top of
the genetic optimization. Let’s just mention that it’s known as a master/slave
parallelization [8] with a SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) model. The
parallelization is independent of the objective function to be optimized and can
therefore be used for any chosen feature space. For further speed-up we used a
multi-scale genetic optimization.

3 Results

3.1 Affine, Multi-modal, Inter-patient Image Registration

Multi-modal affine registration is a very important task for image registration
as it gives a good initialization for several non-rigid registration algorithms [15],
[16]. In this study, we registered MR-scans onto a CT reference image of another
patient (inter-patient) and compared the gradient based MI with the intensity
based MI. The results for two MR-scans are shown in figure 3. Their interpreta-
tion, in particular of the images e/f) and l/m) resp., is presented in 4.

3.2 Angiograms of the Retinal Blood Vessels

In this study, we show that the presented feature space MI combined with the
globally convergent genetic optimization can extend the MI based image regis-
tration to other medical applications.
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Fig. 3. a) is the CT-target image. In b), the contours of the target image are super-
posed on the floating MR-scan. In c) and d) we see the results after a rigid optimization,
when using resp. the intensity based MI and the edgeness MI. In e) and f) we show
the corresponding results for affine registration. Figures g) through m) show the re-
sults for a second MR-scan. In e) and f) (resp. l) and m)) we recognize a significiant
improvement with the edgeness based MI; resp. that the global maximum of intensity
based MI doesn’t correspond to good registration.
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Fig. 4. The figures a), b) and c) had first to be registered in order to reconstruct the
extended view shown in d).

In figure 4 we show how three partial views of the retinal vascular system
can be combined to provide a virtually extended view. The different intensity
distributions in the images are caused by an injected contrast agent which enables
the study of the retinal blood flow for diabetic retinopathy. The feature space of
choice was the edgeness defined in eq. 3 with an atom radius d of 5 pixels.

3.3 Genetic Optimization

We ran the parallel, genetic optimization algorithm on a LINUX cluster (10
bi-processor PCs: 2x PIII 550MHz each. Memory: 7x 512MByte, 2x 256MByte
and 1x 384MByte). For the results of section 3.1, the execution time for all 20
processors was about 30 minutes (image size: 256x256x123) and for the results
of section 3.2 about 90 seconds (image size: 451x367) wall clock time.

4 Discussion

In section 3.1 we have compared the gradient based MI with intensity based MI.
For rigid registration the quality of the results is comparable, while for affine
transformations the global maximum of intensity based MI might not correspond
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to good registration and the presented feature space defines a much better result.
The edgeness defined by the gradient emphasizes contours in the medical images
while the intensity based MI over-emphasizes the volumetric information in the
scans and therefore risks to neglect finer but important features in the images.
An example is the skull and the brain: The brain covers lots of volume while the
human skull is a relatively fine but anatomically important structure. Therefore
the intensity based registration favors the statistical matching of the brain. On
the other hand the gradient based MI reflects the statistical presence of surfaces.
As a result, the skull and the brain have about the same importance and a
compromise for their fitting is obtained. Figure 3, in particular the images e/f)
and l/m) resp., shows a significant improvement with this approach.

In section 3.2 we have shown an additional application of image registration
where the chosen feature space has been adapted to the image contents. The
example also underlines the importance of a globally convergent optimization
scheme as the fine blood vessels in the retina give rise to local optima due
to ”accidental” partial matching of non-corresponding short vessel segments.
The global optimization forces convergence to maximum matching and therefore
towards correct registration of the entire vessels and not just vessel segments.

Finally the timing results showed that the genetic optimization can be com-
petitive when a parallel implementation is used. From a practical point of view,
optimal results can be obtained when a local optimization refines the output of
the genetic optimization.

5 Conclusion

This paper shows that specifically designed feature space MI out-performs the
widely used intensity based MI optimization for several medical registration
tasks. The mathematical expression of MI itself doesn’t constrain the choice of
feature spaces and therefore incorporates the described approach.

The described drawback of local maxima in the optimization objective can be
solved by globally convergent genetic optimization. A parallel implementation
provides a powerful algorithm for a wide range of optimization tasks.

Future work will study and compare additional feature spaces (e.g. multi-
dimensional spaces) and its applications to other registration tasks. It’s impor-
tant to note that the curse of dimensionality in multi-variate density estimation
[17] limits the maximum possible dimension of the chosen feature space.
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